Abstract-This paper presents a new sorting method between to differentiate acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) and Polystyrene (PS) by means of microwave cavity resonator perturbation. In this method, a small piece of sample material is inserted into a cavity resonator at a point when the electric and magnetic fields mark the maximum and the minimum values, respectively. Experiments were carried out with use of 1-, 2-, 5-, 10-GHz resonators and ABS and PS samples of various sizes. Loss angles of polarizability (tan χ) exhibited differences large enough to achieve accurate sorting between ABS and PS.
INTRODUCTION
Plastic recycling has been attracting great attention due to its ecological and economic impacts [1] . It is often necessary to sort species of plastics from mixed scraps. Though acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) and polystyrene (PS) are widely used in household and office appliances, sorting of these two resins is particularly challenging, since ABS and PS are almost identical in appearance. A conventional selecting method utilizes sink-float separation [2] , based on the difference in specific gravities. However, specific gravities of ABS and PS partially overlap. Another method is electrostatic selecting, which utilizes the difference in triboelectricity [3] . This method employs an electrostatic field which exerts a force on frictionally charged plastics and utilizes a difference in travel distances for selection. However, since the ABS and PS resins are very close in the triboelectric series, differences of surface conditions may reverse their electrification polarity. A third method is infrared spectroscopy, based on the difference in infrared spectra reflected from the sample. This method can sort the two resins more accurately than the previous two, but cannot be used for black-or dark-colored samples that absorb infrared energy.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
This paper proposes a method for sorting ABS and PS plastics by means of microwave cavity resonator perturbation [4] , which is commonly used for evaluating microwave complex permittivity. When a resonant cavity is perturbed, e.g. when a dielectric is inserted into the cavity, electromagnetic fields inside the cavity change accordingly. If the volume of the dielectric is small compared to that of the cavity, the electromagnetic fields after the change differ by a very small amount from the fields before the change, and a perturbation theory can be applied. The dielectric sample is usually inserted into the cavity at a point when the electric and magnetic fields mark the maximum and the minimum values, respectively. The relations between the complex permittivity (ε ' +jε " ) of the dielectric and the shifts in resonant frequency and quality factor are given by and where V : volume of the cavity v : volume of the sample f 0 : resonant frequency of the empty cavity f s : resonant frequency after insertion of the sample into the cavity Q 0 : quality factor of the empty cavity Q s : quality factor after insertion of the sample into the cavity α : proportionality constant.
The depends on the resonance mode of cavity (TM 010 :1.855, TM 020 :4.318).
Loss angles of the polarizability (tan χ) are defined by
The tan χ contains only the shifts in the resonant frequency and quality factor, excluding V, v, and α, which may affect the selection accuracy.
III. MEASUREMENT APPARATUS
Four microwave cylindrical cavity resonators were used, as shown in Fig. 1 . The resonance modes were TM 010 for the resonators operating at 1 and 2 GHz and TM 020 for those at 5 and 10 GHz. Each resonator had an insertion hole at its center. The unloaded quality factors ranged from 14,000 to 16,000 for the resonators at 1, 2, and 5 GHz and 8,300 at 10 GHz. A microwave vector network analyzer (VNA) was used to measure the resonant frequency and the quality factor. Square cylinder samples of ABS and PS were prepared in sizes of either 1.0 mm × 1.0 mm × 80 mm (longer than all resonator heights) or 1.0 mm × 1.0 mm × 1.0, 5.0, 10, 15, and 20 mm (shorter than or equal to the 10-GHz resonator height). The short samples were inserted to reach the bottom of the 10-GHz resonators.
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The longer samples of ABS and PS, uncolored and blackand white-colored, were measured by using the four resonators, and tan χ were derived therefrom, as shown in Fig. 2 . Each plot represents the average and the standard deviation of 50-time measurements (using three samples). A clean separation between ABS and PS was found at the four frequencies, nearly independent of sample colors, although the black-colored samples tended to yield the largest tan χ compare to the uncolored or white-colored, as shown by solid symbols in Fig.  2 . Figure 3 shows the results using white-colored samples of length shorter than or equal to resonator height at 10 GHz. Though f s and Q s depended on the sample length, a clean separation in tan χ between ABS and PS was again observed.
Effects of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the resonance measurements were examined by injecting white Gaussian noise into the port 2 of the VNA at 1 GHz. From Fig. 2, 1 GHz mesurements suffered the largest standard deviations between the four frequencies. White-colored ABS and PS samples were measured 50 times and the variations of tan χ were found to follow normal distributions. Sorting error rates were estimated from their normal distributions, as shown in Fig. 4 . Error rates less than 10 -5 were achieved for SNR > 55 dB, which can be relatively easily attained in a VNA setting -e.g. intermediate frequency bandwidth = 30 kHz and number of frequency points = 201, which results in sweep time 6.5 ms. At higher frequencies, the variations in tan χ and hence the sorting error rates further decreased. High-speed measurements are therefore possible for the classification.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a new method for separating ABS and PS based on microwave cavity resonator perturbation. Shifts in resonant frequency and quality factors were measured with a vector network analyzer when a small sample was inserted into a resonant cavity. Clear separation between ABS and PS was observed with use of tan χ. Results were almost independent of colors and insensitive to sample dimensions. Small samples (even 1×1×1 mm 3 ) can be sorted with this method.
